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Abstract—Improving the accuracy of Arabic text recognition
in imagery requires a big modern dataset as data is the fuel for
many modern machine learning models. This paper proposes a
new dataset, called QTID, for Quran Text Image Dataset, the
first Arabic dataset that includes Arabic marks. It consists of
309,720 different 192x64 annotated Arabic word images that
contain 2,494,428 characters in total, which were taken from
the Holy Quran. These finely annotated images were randomly
divided into 90%, 5%, 5% sets for training, validation, and
testing, respectively. In order to analyze QTID, a different
dataset statistics were shown. Experimental evaluation shows that
current best Arabic text recognition engines like Tesseract and
ABBYY FineReader cannot work well with word images from
the proposed dataset.
Keywords—HDF5 dataset; Arabic script; Holy Quran text
image; handwritten text recognition; Arabic OCR; text image
datasets

I.

Fig. 1. Five different Arabic characters each has different shapes for different
positions in an Arabic word.

I NTRODUCTION

Optical character recognition (OCR) is the process of
converting an image that contains text into a readable machine
text. It has a lot of useful applications including document
archiving and searching, automatic number plate recognition,
and business card information extraction. It is also considered
an assisting tool for blind and visually impaired people.
Although OCR is an old problem, Arabic text recognition
is still under development, especially in handwritten text [1],
[2] due to many reasons including special Arabic language
characteristics. Some of these characteristics are: A character
may have up to four different shapes as depicted in Fig. 1,
a character’s width and height might change relative to its
location within a word, the Arabic language is written from
right to left, and some characters have the same shape except
for the presence/location of dots above or below that shape.
Another reason that Arabic text recognition is still under
development is the lack of a standard robust comprehensive
dataset [3].
This paper presents a new Arabic images dataset that can
help machine learning models master the Arabic language text
recognition. The dataset is generated from the Holy Quran,
which contains a handwritten Arabic text including Arabic
language marks. The Holy Quran is the book that Muslims
believe is sent from Allah to Messenger Muhammad to guide
all humans. It was written in Arabic which is the mother tongue
of most of the Middle East. In fact, the Holy Quran consists
of 114 Surah. Each Surah has a different number of Ayat.
Moreover, an Ayah - singular of Ayat - consists of one or more
Arabic words. There are 6,236 Ayat in the holy Quran, which
form 77,430 Arabic words. The total number of unique words

Fig. 2. Two pairs of words with same characters shape but with different
marks which give them different meanings.

is 18,994.The Holy Quran was chosen in this study due to three
reasons: first, it is one of the sources of the Arabic language,
second, it contains different words, characters, and marks from
all over the Arabic language, third, the Mus’haf -the written
work of Holy Quran- is written in Othmani font which is a
handwritten text that has various shapes of characters.
The presented dataset contains a large set of handwritten
characters and words with different shapes and sizes. As the
data is the fuel for many machine learning models, creating
a big modern dataset can help data-hungry machine learning
models master the Arabic text recognition. In addition, it
can be used as a benchmark to measure the current state of
recognizing Arabic text. What makes this dataset different is
that it is the first Arabic dataset to contain Arabic marks. In
Arabic, two words with the same shape but with different
marks may have different meanings as shown in Fig. 2.
The proposed dataset has 309,720 different word images
that were collected from the Holy Quran words in four fonts.
An example of a word in the four fonts is in Fig. 3. These
images have been split into training, validation, and testing
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In 2015, the first public Arabic dataset ALIF [6] for
recognizing Arabic text in videos was created. Creators of
ALIF has extracted 6,532 text images from five famous Arabic
TV channels that contain 18,041 words and 89,819 characters
in total. These text images have different properties like fonts,
sizes, color, backgrounds, and occlusions.

Fig. 3. The same Arabic word with font sizes 22, 24, 26, and 28 pixels,
respectively.

sets then saved in an HDF5 file, which is portable and can be
used across operating systems.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly
discusses some Arabic Text datasets that have been created.
Full steps to the creation of the dataset are described in Section
3. Section 4 analyzes the properties of the proposed dataset
and gives some statistics about it. Experimental results and
evaluations are shown in Section 5. Finally, the discussion and
conclusions of this paper is presented in Section 6.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

Through the years, Arabic text datasets have been created
to help machines read Arabic text from images like any human
being who knows how to read the Arabic language. These
datasets played a great role in finding best methods to the
mentioned goal. However, unlike English language, standard
Arabic dataset is absence. Offline Arabic datasets like [4], [5],
[6], [7] were made to help machine recognize text that has
been scanned using a scanner or a camera and then stored
digitally in an RGB or gray image. On the other hand, Online
Arabic datasets like [8], [9], [10] helps machine understand
text that was recorded using a digitizer as a time sequence of
pen coordinates.
Datasets related to offline Arabic text recognition can be
split into two groups: those that address printed text and the
others that address handwritten text. This paper addresses each
in turn.
Printed Arabic text recognition
In this task, the
purpose is recognizing Arabic characters, words, and paragraphs in which characters are typed using a printer and
have a specific font. Additionally, the text is usually well
structured. Many datasets have been created to solve this
task. For example, a dataset with the goal of benchmarking
open-vocabulary, multi-font, multi-size, and multi-style text
recognition systems in Arabic, Arabic Printed Text Image
(APTI) [5] was created in 2009. It contains 45,313,600 single
word images that contain more than 250 million characters.
This large dataset was generated using a lexicon of 113,284
words, 10 Arabic fonts, 10 font sizes, and 4-font styles. To
focus on its goal each image has a clean white background
with the annotation provided for each image in an XML file.

Handwritten Arabic text recognition
In this task,
the purpose is recognizing handwritten Arabic which was
written by a human. Handwritten text recognition is harder
than Printed text because the characters will have different
appearances due to different writers and their styles besides
one writer can produce the same character with different
shapes in one sentence. Isolated Farsi/Arabic Handwritten
Character Database (IFHCDB) [11] was made to help recognize Arabic isolated handwritten characters. It includes 52380
characters and 17740 numerals. The dataset is unbalanced
which means that distribution of samples in each character
is not uniform. Another dataset, IFN/ENIT contains 26,459
images that represent 937 names of cities and towns in Tunisia,
written by 411 various writers. Each image is annotated by the
ground truth text, position of word baseline, and information
about each used character in a word.
A more recent dataset, KFUPM handwritten Arabic text
(KHATT) [12] contains 2000 unique paragraph images, written by 1000 different writers, covering different topics like
education, nature, arts, and technology. Moreover, each paragraph is segmented into lines and saved as individual images.
The dataset has multiple research goals besides handwritten
recognition like writer identification, noise removal techniques,
binarization, and line segmentation.
Finally, A database that combines both printed and handwritten text named SmartATID [7], which stands for Smartphone Arabic Text Images Database has the purpose of recognizing Arabic text that has been captured by cell-phones
cameras. The printed text version of this dataset includes 16472
document images, which are captured from 116 different paper
documents with different capturing protocols like changing
document layouts, cameras versions, light conditions, and
position. With the similar capturing protocols, the handwritten
text version of this dataset was created having 9088 images
from 64 different handwritten documents.
The past pieces of work helped researchers in different
Arabic OCR tasks, but none of them added the Arabic marks
in their work although it is important as we have explained in
the introduction section.
III.

DATASET C REATION

The discussion will now move to how the dataset has been
created starting from a words database and fonts, ending by
training, validation, and testing HDF5 files.
A. Image Generation
The first task was to generate images that represent each
word in the Holy Quran with different fonts as depicted in,
Fig. 4. We made a query on a complete Holy Quran database1
that selects each word and required font to render. Each word
1 Verified
Holy
Quran
Database
https://github.com/quran/quran.com-images
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Fig. 4.

Image generation steps.

is then rendered using the selected font in the middle of an
image that has 192x64 dimensions. The 192x64 was selected
as a dimension for the images of this study for three reasons:
first, most machine learning models learn image of a fixed
dimension; second, the biggest rendered word takes 180x61
dimensions; and third, the nearest numbers to 180 and 61 that
can be vectorized through CPUs or GPUs are 192 and 64,
respectively. The rendered images have a black background
and a white text. Additionally, noise removal methods can be
applied to each rendered image to make sure the images are
clear. Finally, each image was given a unique id name and was
saved in PNG image format on the disk along with a text file
that represents the annotation of the image. The text file took
the same id of the rendered image.

Fig. 5.
zero.

Sixty Arabic characters each has a unique integer Id starting from

Fig. 6.

HDF5 files creation steps.

While reading words from the database, all the possible
characters are recorded. After that, each character took a
unique id to help generate one hot encoding representation
of the images annotations. Ids range from 0 to 59 which
represents 60 unique characters as shown in Fig. 5.
B. HDF5 files creation
The next task was to take all the generated images and then
make training, validation, and testing sets which are then stored
in HDF5 files as elaborated in Fig. 6. Initially, the process
started by reading all the images paths into a big list. Before
splitting up this list into training, validation, and testing lists,
they were shuffled to make sure that random samples have
been drawn for each of the lists. Afterwards, 90% of the paths
list was taken for the training set, 5% for the validation set,
and 5% for the testing set. The chosen percentage is based on
the fact that our dataset is big enough and the trend is to take
much smaller percentages for the validation and testing set as
Andrew Ng2 said on his notes3 .
2 Andrew

Ng one of the pioneers in machine learning

3 https://www.coursera.org/learn/deep-neural-network/lecture/cxG1s/train-

dev-test-sets

Next, each image is read along with its text as they share
the same unique id and then the image is converted into a
3-dimensional matrix. To make the dataset more flexible, the
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TABLE I.

Q UANTITY OF W ORDS AND C HARACTERS IN THE DATASET
Number of Words

Number of Characters

Unique words

18,994

188,918

Holy Quran

77,430

623,607

Total (Given 4 Fonts)

309,720

2,494,428

Fig. 7. Training HDF5 file architecture. Inputs consist of RGB and gray
images matrices groups, while outputs contain corresponding original images
annotations, text actual lengths, and one hot matrix, which corresponds to the
input image matrices. Additional information includes vocabulary dictionary
and character frequencies in the set.

Fig. 9.

Fig. 8.

Mean 192x64 gray image that can be used for normalization task.

3-dimensional matrix, which represents the RGB image, was
converted into a 1-dimensional matrix that represents the gray
image version of the same image. Then all the matrices are
saved in an HDF5 file that has the architecture depicted in
Fig. 7.
In addition to saving the text that represents each image,
this text was converted into its one-hot encoding matrix using
the extracted character ids, Fig. 5. To make the one-hot matrix
clear, the characters ids were saved in a vocabulary list within
the HDF5 files. The dataset is not balanced, that is why
the characters frequencies were also saved along with the
vocabulary so that each character can have its own weight
in any further loss function. In addition, the lengths of these
texts were saved for any further processing.
For the training set only, the mean images for the RGB
and gray images have been calculated, converted to its corresponding matrices, and then saved in the training HDF5 file.
Fig. 8 show the mean gray image.
IV.

DATASET S TATISTICS

Next, the properties of the Quran Text Image Dataset
(QTID) were analyzed. The dataset consists of 309,720 different word image that contains 2,494,428 characters in total.
Table I shows the detailed total quantity of word images and
characters in the dataset. The 309,720 words were split over
the training, validation, and testing sets as shown in the pie
chart Fig. 9.
The number of instances per character for all the 60
characters is shown in Fig. 10. Additionally, the top 20 most

Training, validation, and testing sets words distribution.

repeated words are in Fig. 11 and the max length of a word
is 21 characters.
Finally, some benchmarks regarding the created HDF5 files
are shown. To measure the reading time of the HDF5 file of
the dataset, the testing dataset was split into 120 mini batches
each consists of 128 images. Then some experiments was made
to read all these mini batches 100 times. Then average of
the reading time for every mini batch was calculated. The
illustration is in Fig. 12.
V.

E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION

Two of the best Arabic character recognition engines were
chosen to evaluate the dataset. The first one is Tesseract [13],
an optical character recognition that was developed by Google
and one of the most accurate open-source engines available.
It can recognize many languages, which include the Arabic
language. The second one is ABBYY FineReader4 , also an
optical character recognition that was developed by ABBYY
for the commercial use. ABBYY team mentioned that it can
recognize 190 different languages and that it has an accuracy
of 99% for the Arabic language.
The dataset of this study has training, validation, and
testing sets. The testing set has been evaluated only with the
mentioned engines. The testing set consists of 15,486 Arabic
word images, which contain 124,746 characters. In addition,
it contains every possible character that is covered.
The recognition results have been evaluated using the five
measures. The first one is character recognition rate (CRR)
which is defined as follows:
P
#characters − LevenshteinDistance(RT, GT )
CRR =
#characters
4 http://finereader.abbyy.com/professional/
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Fig. 10.

Instances per character in the whole dataset.

Fig. 11.

Top 20 most repeated words in the whole dataset.
TABLE II.
Engine

ACCURACY, P RECISION , R ECALL , AND F1 R ESULTS ON THE T EST S ET
Accuracy (%)

Average Precision (%)

Average Recall (%)

Average F1 score (%)

Tessaract 4.0

10.67

56.73

18.44

27.83

ABBY finereader 12

2.32

34.37

4.06

7.27

Where (RT) is the recognized text and (GT) is the ground
truth text. The results are in Table III. The other four measures
are accuracy, average precision, average recall, and average F1
score which is defined as follows:
Accuracy =

P recisioni =

Recalli =

#correctly recognized characters
#characters

#correctly recognized character i
#characters recognized as character i
#correctly recognized character i
#character iappearances

F 1i =

2
1/P recisioni + 1/Recalli

Before taking these measures, all the ground truth text was
first aligned with the recognized text and then the confusion
matrix for all the characters was calculated to easily extract
the mentioned measures. Results are in Table II. The character
with 3 as Id was Tessaract top precision character while the
character with 33 as Id was the top for ABBYY FineReader.
To know the character Ids refer to Fig. 5.
Finally, none of the used engines has recognized a complete
word image with 100% accuracy.
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Fig. 12. HDF5 120 Mini batches reading benchmark. The experiment ran on a computer with these specifications: Intel i5 CPU, 8 DDR3 ram, and hard disk
with rotation speed 7200 RPM.
TABLE III.

C HARACTER R ECOGNITION R ATE R ESULTS ON THE T EST
S ET
Engine

Character recognition rate (%)

Tessaract 4.0

11.4

ABBY finereader 12

6.15

VI.

manuscript.
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